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What we will cover this evening: 

• Why go to university?

• Alternative pathways to university 

• The cost of going to university 

• 2017 or 2018? – the gap year question 

• How to choose a course and university

• The UCAS process  

• What parents/careers can do to  provide support 



Why go to university?

• A degree is now a requirement for a large number of 
professions

• It improves your career prospects and your earning potential

• A recent report from the Department for Business, Innovation 
& Skills stated that workers with degrees earn 27% more than 
those workers with only A-levels – over a lifetime, this is on 
average £210,000 

• You will develop many important and transferable skills that 
will help you in the future



Why go to university?

• It is an opportunity to study a subject(s) you are passionate 
about for 3 years 

• It develops your self-confidence, independence and 
understanding of the world 

• It can broaden your social & cultural interests – and introduce 
you to many new things, people and places 

• It is fun!!!



Alternative pathways to university

• There will be a continual demand for higher qualifications from 
employers, but there is some evidence that the relative advantage 
of getting a degree is declining as: 

 the economy changes over the next 10-20 years 
 The cost of getting a degree has substantially increased since 

2012

• This means that the class of degree achieved & a student’s 
preparation for the world of work will be increasingly important

• It is important that young people make an informed choice about 
the path they take after school/college -there are a number of 
alternative pathways to university which should also be 
considered 



Alternative Pathways

Most Claremont students go to 

university – but there are alternatives 

which should be considered ....



The demand for highly skilled employees with technical knowledge 

is set to increase rapidly, meaning that there will be a wide range 

of job opportunities opening up in many industries. 

Employers will need their workforce to have more than just a 

standard academic background

“... the traditional pathway of three A-levels and a 
degree is no longer the only route to success.” 

IPPR research 



Alternative Pathways

There are 2 main alternative pathways to employment 

instead of university:

1) Apprenticeships

2) School leaver programmes 

Both of these pathways will also lead to qualifications



 An apprenticeship is a different type of qualification and students 

can always pursue further qualifications should they wish

 93% of people complete their apprenticeships

 89.5% of companies were still employing their former 

apprentices 5 years on (according to a recent survey)

 Apprenticeships can be extremely competitive 

 The government says it is investing in more apprenticeships over 

the next few years  

Apprenticeships



Apprenticeships

Common misconceptions answered: 

 Apprenticeships are in over 200 industries from cutting edge 

technology to hands on agriculture

 There is a minimum wage and the majority of apprentices get 

more than this

 There is no guarantee but over 90% of apprentices enter work or 

education after their apprenticeship



Apprenticeships

The Benefits of an apprenticeship: 

Apprentices gain an additional qualification

It shows evidence of applicant’s ability, interest and reliability to 

employers

There are different levels depending on applicant’s 

qualifications

Apprentices can try (the job) before they apply

Apprentices can start earning straight away

Apprentices are less likely to start their career in debt







 School leaver programmes are increasingly popular – and ultimately lead to a 

degree qualification 

 There are a number of firms offering very attractive School Leaver 

Programmes. 

These are well paid and you may find run parallel to many graduate schemes. 

They have the attraction of being less competitive at A level entry, therefore 

gaining you entry into an organisation that you may struggle to secure as a 

graduate, when the competition is fiercer. 

You will also be debt free. 

These schemes are becoming increasingly popular with employers.

School leaver programmes





Any questions?



The cost of going to university – key facts  

• In September 2012, universities were allowed to charge 
undergraduates a maximum of £9,000 per year (an increase from 
the previous cost of £3,375).  At the same time, the student 
finance system was completely changed  

• Neither students nor parents need cash up-front to pay to go to 
university – the Student Finance England, part of the Student 
Loans company, pays tuition fees directly to the university.  Loans 
for living costs are also available 

• You only have to repay the loan once you have finished your 
course and only if you are earning enough money – students start 
to repay the April after they leave, but only if they earn over 
£21,000



Tuition fee loans & maintenance loans 
(2016/17 figures) 

• Tuition fee loans are available to all students regardless of 
household income 

• Maintenance loans are available to cover the cost of living, 
such as food, rent and travel.  They are paid at the beginning 
of each term directly into the student’s bank account.  

• The amount of loan available depends on where students live 
& how much their parents earn.  The maximum available in 
2016/17 is £6,904 if students live with their parents and 
£8,200 if they live away from home outside of London.  If you 
are studying in London and not living at home, this is £10,072.  
This is only available to parents with a household income of 
less than £25,000.    

• A proportion of the loan is available to all students, but the 
remaining is means tested based on parents’ pre-tax income 
minus pensions. 



Some examples.... 



Additional support from universities 

• As a condition of being allowed to charge £9,000, universities 
have to provide extra support to students from low income 
families or those students considered less likely to attend 
university – around £400 million per academic year 

• This support varies from institution to institution, so you 
should check with the universities you are applying to (check 
on their websites)  

• The support could be offered in three ways:  

- Bursary – some form of cash or gift in kind to help students 
- Scholarship – similar to a bursary, but it is awarded based on 

academic ability rather than household income 
- Fee waiver – a reduction in the costs of tuition fees  

• It is a myth that it is more expensive to attend the more 
prestigious universities – in fact, there could be more support 
available for students from less privileged backgrounds



Paying back tuition fee & maintenance loans

• You only start paying back your loan when you earn above £21,000 

•The amount you pay back is based on your income, not the size of 
your loan
Graduates pay 9% of pre-tax annual earnings above the £21,000 
threshold.  For example, if you earn £22,000 then you will pay £90 a 
year or £7.50 a month (9% of the £1,000 earned above £21,000)

•The money is taken directly from a graduate’s salary 

•The government have retrospectively changed the conditions of the 
loan by saying that the £21,000 threshold will not rise in line with 
average earnings until April 2021 (not 2017 as stated originally)   

• After 30 years, any remaining student debt is cancelled 



You only start paying back the loan 
after you earn £21,000 – you pay back 

9% of what you earn over £21,000



Paying back tuition fee & maintenance loans

• Unlike the old system, students will now also pay interest on their loans.  

•Interest is calculated at inflation (RPI) plus 3% during university.  RPI is currently 
1.4%.  

•After university, interest charged  is dependent on a person’s income: 
-Less than £21,000 = Inflation (RPI) - effectively 0% 
-£21,000-£41,000 = between inflation (RPI) inflation + (up to) 3% 
-Over £41,000 = inflation + 3%   

•The interest is added to the amount owed, not to the repayments.  This means 
that it will take longer, and cost more, to pay the debt off.  

•Average debt at the end of university now estimated at £44,000



3 key points 

1. What you borrow is not the same as what you pay back
What you pay back is based on your salary, not your debt.  You       

pay back 9% of everything you earn over £21,000 

2. Graduates WILL owe money for longer and MAY pay a LOT more 
overall than they borrow 
As graduates have to pay a higher rate of interest than under the 
old system, graduates will pay for a longer period and will pay 
more overall

3.  Most people may never repay in full 
It is estimated that 73% of graduates will have some of their debt 
written off – and the average amount will be about £30,000



How much will I pay back?  

Borrowing £9,000 for fees & £8,200 living costs per year, so £51,600 in total. With 3% 
inflation & graduate earnings growing at inflation + 2% per year.



Any questions?



2017 or 2018? – the gap year question

Students could: 

defer their entry to university

do some career research without stressing over exams e.g. 

shadowing someone in a job they are interested in

get work experience, an apprenticeship or a job

 volunteer in the UK, abroad, at a music festival etc

 study further at college, night school, on an Open Uni course 

(especially if they didn’t quite get the grades you wanted)

This does not have to last a full year. 
Combinations work well and it is best to plan activities in advance 

to maximise opportunities



Choosing a course and university

• There are 370 higher education institutions offering 38,000 
different courses 

• Only the USA has more choice for undergraduates 

• The most important thing for students is to choose the right 
course at the right place for them 

• Researching all the options available and making an informed 
choice is vital – in surveys current university students say the 
number one piece of advice for new students is to do more 
research

• It is especially important given the increased cost of gaining a 
degree 



How to choose? 

• Can you put these universities in order of ranking in the Guardian 
2017 University league tables?

Surrey, London School of Economics, Coventry, Manchester, 
Cambridge, Lancaster

1st Cambridge 
4th Surrey 
8th Lancaster 
12th London School of Economics 
15th Coventry
31st Manchester

• Reputation of the university?  Our perception?
• Russell Group universities (top 24)



How to choose? 

• Use the league tables to help you choose.  Universities are arranged 
by subject, as well as overall – for example, Oxford is only 5th in the 
league table for the study of History 

• The criteria used by universities can help you determine the quality 
of teaching, the satisfaction of current students and the career 
prospects of a degree from that university – and to differentiate 
between universities 

• But there are many other factors to consider: location, transport 
links, financial support, options for studying abroad, 
accommodation, social life/student scene, sport, music, theatre etc

• Be aspirational – the cap on student numbers has been removed by 
the government so it is a ‘buyer’s market’ 



The tariff is changing…

It's simply a different set of numbers to describe qualifications 
and grades.

Only about one third of courses have entry requirements 
expressed in Tariff points – the rest use grades.

The numbers are much lower than before, for example, an A 
level grade A* gets 56 points in comparison with 140 before. 

The value of the A level is the same, but universities will just use 
lower Tariff numbers than in previous years.  However, the AS is 
now worth only 40% of an A-level (compared to 50% previously).  



A little word about predictions….

Staff will make a prediction that reflects what they think 
students are capable of getting based on your work in Year 12, 
your AS/BTEC results and their assessment of your potential 

For A-levels that are now linear, AS levels do not count towards 
your final exams – this is important because it means that your 
attitude, approach and commitment may be more important in 
determining the prediction  

At Claremont we make realistic but aspirational predictions 
that help you get offers from universities – the rest is up to 
you….



Be aspirational in your choices!  

 Students get 5 choices and have to make a firm choice and 
an insurance choice once they have received all their replies 

 2 choices could be above their predicted grades 
 2 choices could be around their predicted grades 
 1 choice could be below their predicted grades 

Eg History with AS levels of BBB, predictions of ABB:  
A*AA from Durham 
AAA – AAB from Birmingham & Lancaster
ABB from Queen Mary 
BBB from Aberdeen 



Visit the universities and organise taster days

• But, the best way to decide on the universities and course is to visit 
the university open day or sign up for a taster day 

• When you visit, speak to as many students as you can – ask them 
what it’s really like at the university/studying their course 

• The summer term is the best time to do this and to spend some 
time researching and considering all your options – make sure you 
speak to lots of people as well as researching online 

• You should consider all the different courses available – including 
joint degrees – and choose the one that you think you will enjoy 
the most.  Unless a specific degree is vital for your career, pick the 
subject you enjoy studying the most...



Claremont’s UCAS process 

• Summer term 2016 – UCAS Day, University Day, UCAS Information 
Evening, plus Lumina course, Medicine/Dentistry events  

• Claremont’s bespoke system – students select their own 
reference writers & each application is read by Mr Molloy and Mr 
Burns before it is sent to UCAS.  Dedicated administrative support 
from Ms Francis.    

• Individual support for Oxbridge, Medicine and Dentistry 
applicants to prepare them for the requirements of the 
admissions process 

• Support throughout autumn term for all students from the 6th

form team, tutors, reference writers, UCAS Co-ordinator



Any questions?



1 2 3 4 5 6

Choosing 

courses
Applying

Starting

Uni / College
Next stepsOffers Results



Key dates and deadlines

 Early June: applicants can register and start

to complete their application

 Early September: School can start to submit

completed applications to UCAS

 15 October: deadline for

 Medicine, Veterinary Science , Dentistry 

 Oxford or Cambridge

 15 November: Suggested date for applications 

 15 January: main deadline (24 March: Art & Design courses)  

Admissions test
may need to be
completed prior 

to applying



The process post-application
• When applicants have received decisions from ALL of their 

choices, if they have offers they will be asked to make replies 
(and given a date to reply by on Track)

– If an applicant does not receive any offers they can make 
an additional choice through the Extra scheme

• UCAS will send reminders – but if applicants fail to reply to 
offers by the  date, offers will be automatically declined!

• Applicants can now hold a maximum of 2 offers (others 
declined)

• Firm (if you meet the conditions you will be placed)

• Insurance (only comes into play if you are not

placed with your Firm choice)







Confirmation options
1. Exam results are issued

2. Admissions staff check if the 
applicant has matched the 
conditions of the offer

3. If met the conditions of the firm 
choice, applicant will be placed 
there.  

4. Applicant will be able to view 
this on track, and will be sent an 
official confirmation of their 
place

Time to celebrate!

1. Not met conditions of firm 

choice, but met the conditions of 

the insurance choice (which 

should be lower)

2. Applicant is placed at insurance 

choice 

Time to celebrate!

1. Not met the conditions of the firm or 

insurance choice (or no insurance)

2. Applicant is eligible for Clearing

3. Applicant will be able to view decisions 

on track, and will have a clearing number 

generated

Time to get working!

Adjustment 
is when 

your results  
exceed your 

offer 



What can parents/carers do to provide support?

• Encourage students to attend university open days and subject taster days – go 
along with your son/daughter

• Encourage students to research all the options open to them – and provide 
them with impartial advice and support 

• Get students to focus on the bigger picture.  The most important thing about 
going to university is to select the right course at the right place so that your 
son/daughter is happy and motivated to enjoy and do well at university – this 
will give them the best chance of succeeding in the future..

• Encourage them to read widely & to ensure that can demonstrate an interest 
in their subject & that they have gone above & beyond their course 

• Encourage them to complete their application as early as possible in the 
autumn term – as long as they are happy with their choice



Further information 

• See the sheet for some useful websites to help students research 
all their options 

• http://www.ucas.com/how-it-all-works/parents-and-guardians

• www.ucas.com

• https://www.gov.uk/student-finance/overview

• http://www.moneysavingexpert.com/students/student-loans-
tuition-fees-changes



Any questions?


